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“Visualization has long been a part of elite sports. Al Oerter, a four-time Olympic discus champion, 
and the tennis star Billie Jean King were among those using it in the 1960s. But the practice of 
mentally simulating competition has become increasingly sophisticated, essential and elaborate, 
spilling over into realms like imagining the content of news conferences or the view from the bus 
window on the way to the downhill. 
PROMPT: How does positive imagery impact the success of athletes? How can you use these tactics to catalyze 
your own success?

“Anab Jain brings the future to life, creating experiences where people can touch, see and feel the 
potential of the world we're creating. Do we want a world where intelligent machines patrol our 
streets, for instance, or where our genetic heritage determines our health care? Jain's projects show 
why it's important to fight for the world we want. Catch a glimpse of possible futures in this eye-
opening talk.” To explore her work + studio, look here! 
PROMPT: Why is Jain’s work important? Why must you envision the future for yourself and society?

“Projects fail at a spectacular rate. One reason is that too many people are reluctant to speak up 
about their reservations during the all-important planning phase. By making it safe for dissenters 
who are knowledgeable about the undertaking and worried about its weaknesses to speak up, you 
can improve a project’s chances of success.” 
PROMPT: What is a premortem? How can this approach help a project or individual succeed?

“I thought about where I was just a few short years ago, when I was part of a business that 
completely imploded–and that was after putting in 60- to 80-hour workweeks. Ultimately, I was 
left pretty much broke and with no clue what I was going to do, wondering where on earth I was 
going to go from there. How was I going to support myself, let alone my family? But I got 
through it–and I came out stronger and happier than ever. Why?” 
PROMPT: How can the identification an obstacle and your response help you move on? What strategies can 
you use in your personal + professional life?
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